
L&D CHEAT SHEET
WHAT ARE THE SCENARIOS?

In simple words, a scenario refers to one possible 
outcome that may happen in the future. 

Typically, a scenario has five components:

Situation Challenge Choice Consequences Feedback

A successful scenario has a relatable setting and relevant backdrop 
upon which challenges and learning outcomes are outlined within 
the context. 
 
While going through obstacles presented within the scenario, 
learners face decision points that lead to desired goals or undesired 
consequences depending upon their choices. 
 
When applied in learning and development, scenarios significantly 
trigger a positive change in employee behavior. The employee meets 
the set challenges and faces the consequences of these choices 
while progressing through the learning journey. 

In today’s time, knowledge retention and employee engagement
are the biggest hurdles that L&D faces. 

Scenarios provide unique learning 
experiences where learners
 interact with content while exercising 
their decision-making skills. Choosing 
their learning curve and facing its 
consequences helps the employees 
to think rationally while resolving the 
problem. This allows them to retain the
acquired knowledge for a long time. 

In corporate training, scenarios help foster a bubble-wrapped
environment that enables the employees to hop onto the situation
and live through the challenges without fear and judgment. The
interaction with the content compels the learner to be engaged
while gaining insightful and practical experiences that help them
prepare for real world situations.

Let’s take an example of a leading retail e-commerce company that 
wants to onboard their new logistics and supply chain employees and

managers on product flow structure. 
The product flow structure describes 
delivery operations that start at the 
company’s facility center and ends 
at customer’s home. The company   
wants employees to understand what 
happens when a customer orders a 
product on line, how the product flows, 
and what decisions they must make 
during the distribution process.

Points to consider while crafting the scenario:

Before we write the scenario, we must look at the objectives of
the learning unit. One example of a learning objective could
be that the employees should be able to process the orders
when they first arrive at the end of the training. 

This scenario can be tailored for:
Small or large organizations engaged in the distribution 
of goods and services.

Organizations looking to train new hires.

There are many use cases for a scenario, the one given here 
is just the start! 

Keeping the first objective in mind, work with a SME to
outline the steps and highlight any steps that are particular
to the company. Also, highlight advice or past mistakes.

While creating the scenario, think of some personalities 
who will seem relatable. To do this, provide more than just 
what is needed, giving background on their personal lives 
and some quirks.

Understanding
of the product and
product distribution

Communication 
skills

Decision 
making skills

Problem 
solving skills

Teamwork

At the end of learning 
experience, scenarios enable 
the learners to reflect and think 
about their decision choices 
through in-depth and 
sometimes custom tailored 
feedback, which helps them to 
improve their work 
performance.  

In learning and development, scenarios deliver customized learning 
experiences for skill training. Scenarios enable learners to interact
directly with the content, engaging their attention through fun and 
interactive activities, thereby making the learning experience more 
practical and memorable. It also helps the employees to exercise 
their decision-making skills and prepares them for the future.

In the corporate sector, scenario-based learning is used to train
employees on ethical values, personality inventory, customer
relationships, sales, and technical training. 
However, while preparing methods of measurements for the
scenario-based courses, we must remember currently there is no
exact measurement of training effectiveness and sufficient data
insights to decide on continuous improvement programs. However, 
this is changing with new innovations and AI. EasySim uses this
technology to measure the competencies acquired and the
determine future training at a personal level.

Therefore, organizations are now incorporating scenario
elements to improve their employees’ job performance and work
productivity, Relatable scenarios stimulate their behavior, often
introducing a challenging or even competitive element, triggering 
positive changes within them. 

Many global organizations and sectors currently use scenario-based 
learning to train employees. 

The healthcare sector uses scenarios to train doctors, nurses, and 
other medical practitioners to treat patients safely. 

Within the aviation sector, flight simulation is used to prepare the pilot 
for the real-life machine in a safe and controlled environment.
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Why choose EasySim?

Scenario-based 
simulation

Training
simulations 

Decision
tree-based 
branching 
simulation

Linear
simulations

Addresses an organization’s learning needs and 
manages employee performance.

Facilitates risk-free learning where learners 
make decisions based on which they face 

the consequences in a safe environment. This 
helps them to learn and grow professionally. 

Provides  easy-to-use features, embedded templates, 
and simulation library. The platform also help
improve employee engagement, work performance, 
and knowledge retention by developing:

Over 40 responsive templates, character sets, and media
asset library available

Proprietary algorithms for linear and branching simulations

Functional/situational scenarios

Timed simulations 

Group assignments

Custom simulations that are deployed  to address various 
scenarios.
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